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All scriptures from the 1906 Cambridge Edition of the K.J.V. 

Shortly after the flood waters receded and Noah disembarked from the ark, 

the earth’s climate AND the earth were different.  Consider these events 

and the Ice Age that followed: 

1. The earth was now 23.5 degrees off perpendicular from its orbital 

plane thanks to the violent tectonic activity of the flood.  Now, no 

equal amounts of sunlight were present throughout the globe. 

2. Seasonality was now a reality, whereas before the flood the seasons 

were determined by celestial observation (Gen. 1:14) NOT the 

weather. 

3. The northern and southern latitudes, instead of receiving equal 

amounts of sunlight as the rest of the earth had done prior to the 

flood,1 would now experience 6 months of darkness and 6 months of 

daylight. 

4. The invisible vapor canopy surrounding the earth after the flood was 

considerably different.  The vapor canopy didn’t collapse but was 

seriously altered.  I don’t buy into the assertion, as some have 

claimed, that the antediluvian world’s atmosphere was like that of the 

planet Venus.  If that were true, then the determination of the 

seasons, the month, and the year would not be possible.  These were 

all to be determined by celestial observations.  If you can’t see these 

because of a perpetual cloud cover, then those observations won’t be 

possible.  Not only that, but the gospel in the stars would not have 

been evident either.  And where do you think those twelve signs of 

the zodiac2 got their form?  They were drawn in the sky by the finger 

of God.  There is no way someone peering into the night sky could 

have ever made out those images in the constellations unless they 

had some help from the Creator, Jesus Christ. 

 
1 Gen. 1:5—And the evening and the morning were the first day.  John 11:9--Jesus answered, Are there not twelve 
hours in the day? If any man walk in the day, he stumbleth not, because he seeth the light of this world. 
2 Remember, the stars were for signs.  The twelve signs of the zodiac cannot influence your life.  They were put there 
to remind man of the Creator’s infinite power AND to tell the story of the gospel in the stars. 
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5. The continental shelves or migratory footpaths that were key in the 

settlement across the globe prior to the flood, were now underwater.  

Prior to man’s appearance, God had stretched out the earth above 

the waters (Psa. 136:6).3  In this verse the context is the creation. 

6. The foundations of the earth haven’t moved since God created them.  

Sorry to disappoint, but NO PANGEA.   Job 38:4, & 6 says this, “. . . 

the earth . . .” and “Whereupon are the foundations thereof 

fastened?”  Psalm 104:5 continues, “Who laid the foundations of the 

earth, that it should not be removed for ever.” 

7. The post-flood world at the time of Noah’s disembarkation was void of 

vegetation, which resulted in greater continental heating during the 

day, but much cooler temperatures at night.  Also contributing to 

cooler temperatures:  

• warmer marine temperatures resulting from the fountains of 

the great deep that were broken up along with increased 

evaporation and subsequent precipitation. 

• a reduction of carbon content in the atmosphere because of 

the destruction of the lush vegetative growth4  

• and finally, increased volcanic activity with a corresponding 

rise in particulate matter in the air, as well as an increase in 

carbons in the atmosphere and what you have are the 

makings of a condition that would cool the earth rather than 

warm it up. 

 

8. A significant diminishing of the earth’s magnetic field also increased 

cosmic ray bombardment of the atmosphere thereby increasing the 

Sun’s influence on climate. 

 
3 Psa. 136:6—To him that stretched out the earth above the waters: for his mercy endureth for ever. 
4 “An irrefutable proof for the unparalleled luxuriance of plant life in that prehistoric world are the great coal beds 
found in every continent of the earth today.  The recent Byrd Antarctic Expedition discovered a whole mountain of 
coal at the South Pole.  These coal beds were God’s wonderful way of preserving for future generations the 
magnificent trees and plants which covered the face of the earth as this had come forth from the hands of the Creator.  
It has been estimated that it requires from ten to fourteen feet of vegetable matter to produce a seam of coal one 
foot in thickness.  There are seams of coal ranging from forty to fifty feet in thickness.  In a strip mine in Wyoming a 
seam measuring from sixty to ninety feet in thickness has been discovered.  This means that a solid mass of 
vegetation, trees, and other plants from five hundred to a thousand feet in thickness was required to make possible 
the creation of coal seams of such magnitude.”  pp. 21, 22, “The Flood,” Arthur Rehwinkle, internetarchive.org 

https://archive.org/
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9. A decrease in oxygen content resulted in an increase in disease, 

bacteria, and other harmful pathogens. 

10. In short, the whole balance of God’s creation was turned upside down 

after the flood. 

Global Warming 

If you have not figured it out yet, the seed of the serpent not only creates 

the problem, but they also offer a ‘solution’ veiled in lies and deceit.  Fear 

is the primary tactic used to acquire their objective.  Their ‘solution’ always 

results in a loss of personal freedom and a threat to our personal well-being 

and that of the planet.  This incremental erosion of one’s liberties eventually 

leads to slavery, oppression, collectivism, the denial of self, the uniqueness 

of the individual before God, as well as the systematic destruction God’s 

creation.   

This is exactly what is happening to each of the earth’s poles.5  They 

have created the problem through weather modification and geo-

engineering (chem-trails) compliments of D.A.R.P.A. (Defense Advanced 

Research Projects Agency) and H.A.R.P. (High-frequency Active Auroral 

Research Program) as well as other black ops. programs.  This has all been 

funded through Deep State channels via your government representatives 

the banksters, the Federal Reserve and inflation, propaganda, and phony 

‘science.’  

The inerrant scriptures have the answers to all of man’s problems, if men 

would only listen and make Jesus Lord in their lives.6 

 

  

 
5 What you never hear in this discussion about global warming is the garbage that is in the ice.  This is compliments 
of them poisoning the planet. 
6 Baptism of the Holy Spirit, i.e. death of the old nature, produces this Lordship in one’s life.  It happens only once! 
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Figure 1-A massive, nomadic herbivore during the Ice Age, the Irish Elk (Megaloceros 
giganteus) had an antler span of up to 12'.  Body length 9-10’.  At its shoulder it reached almost 
7' tall and weighed between 1,320-1,540 lbs.  Habitat range from North America and Asia to 
Russia.  Most likely came to N. America via the Alaskan-Aleutian land bridge frozen during the 
Ice Age.  Migrated to Ireland via a western European land bridge to the U.K.     Roman Uchyte 
@ fineartamerica.com 

 

https://fineartamerica.com/featured/1-irish-elk-roman-uchytelscience-photo-library.html
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Figure 3-Ice Age scene from Patagonia, Argentina includes Stegomastodon Elephants, Glyptodon 
Armadillo, Giant Ground Sloth Megatherium, Smilodon Saber-tooth Tiger, Hippiodion Horses, and Llama 
like Macrauchenia.     Ice Age Animals by Mauricio Anton @ fineartamerica.com 

Figure 2-As the land bridges were destroyed during Noah's flood, the Ice Age period 
made land bridge migration possible again.     Earth’s Sea Levels During Peak Glaciation 
by Claus Lunau @ fineartamerica.com 

https://fineartamerica.com/featured/1-ice-age-animals-mauricio-antonscience-photo-library.html
https://fineartamerica.com/featured/2-earths-sea-levels-during-peak-glaciation-claus-lunau.html
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Figure 4-Poisonous chem-trails near the Grand Canyon by Dan Dixon on fineartamerica.com 

https://fineartamerica.com/featured/grand-chem-trails-dan-dixon.html

